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ABSTRACT
Estt.,-APTRANSCO-Continuation of SE/LIS post under CE/Lift Irrigation-OrdersIssued.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(PERSONNEL SERVICES)
T.O.O.(Per-CGM/HRD&Trg).Rt.No.326
Date:01-11-2011.
Read the following:
Ref:1.T.O.O(Per-CGM/HRD&Trg)Ms.No.124, dt.21.06.2011
2.Memo.No.CGM(HRD&Trg)/DE(T&MPP)/ADE(MPP)/A1/409/2011,
Dt.6.7.2011.
3. Memo.No.CGM(HRD&Trg)/DE(T&MPP)/ADE(MPP)/A1/409/2011,
Dt.8.9.2011.
4. Memo.No.CGM(HRD&Trg)/DS(P)/AS(P)/PO-ES-I/JPO.I/1887/2011,
Dt.21.9.2011.
5. T.O.O(Per-CGM/HRD&Trg)Ms.No.98, dt.09.06.2011
6. T.O.O(Per-CGM/HRD&Trg)Rt.No.256, dt.07.09.2011
7. Note dated 15.10.2011, received from CE/Lift Irrigation/APTRANSCO
****
ORDER:
In the reference 1st cited, orders were issued for diverting the post of SE/Lift
Irrigation (Bulk loads) to the control of ED/Plg., RAC & Reforms duly re-designating
as SE/Commercial/APTRANSCO and also keeping the divisions of DE/Commercial-I
& DE/Commercial-II under newly re-designated SE/Commercial/APTRANSCO.
2.

In the reference 2nd and 3rd cited, orders were issued for continuance of the

SE/Lift Irrigation (Bulk loads) under CE/LIS/APTRANSCO till October-2011 for
smooth completion of the LIS works, which are in final stage.

3.

In the reference 7th cited, the CE/Lift Irrigation has submitted proposals for

continuance of SE/LIS and ADE/LIS posts which were diverted to ED/Plg., RAC &
Reforms vide reference (1) cited and to Construction-II vide reference (4) cited
respectively stating that as per the instructions of the CMD, HNSS phase-I works are
to be completed on priority to extend power supply to Irrigation pump houses by 1st
November-2011. During the meeting held on 12.10.2011 in the Secretariat, the
Hon’ble Minister for Irrigation informed that APTRANSCO will have to take up
HNSS Phase-2 works and that Irrigation Department will deposit the amount for
taking up the works. Further, the CMD has instructed that estimates are to be obtained
from field and tender specifications are to be prepared on priority.

4.

APTRANSCO after careful consideration here by issues the following orders:
i.

The post of SE/LIS(Bulk Loads) which was diverted to ED/Plg., RAC
& Reforms vide reference (1) cited shall be continued under CE/Lift
Irrigation.

---contd

:2:
ii.

The ADE/Elecl., post which was diverted to CE/ConstructionII/VS/Hyd vide ref (4) cited is now restored, along with the incumbent
Sri.S.V.Satya kumar, ADE/Elecl., to CE/LIS/VS/Hyd.

iii.

The EE/TLC/Division/Anantapur along with the subdivisions hitherto
under SE/TLC/Kadapa shall be now diverted to the control of
SE/TLC/Kurnool and shall also look after phase-II works of
Hundrineeva LIS.

5.

These orders shall come into force with immediate effect.
AJAY JAIN
CHAIRMAN& MANAGING DIRECTOR

To
The ED/Plg., RAC & Reforms/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
The CE/Lift Irrigation/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
The CE/Construction-II/APTRANSCO/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad
The CE/Kadapa Zone/Kadapa
Copy to the:CGM(HRD&Trg)// All functional heads
SE/TL&SS/Kadapa // SE/TLC/Kadapa
SE/TL&SS/Kurnool//SE/TLC/Kurnool
DE/Tech to Director(Transmission)
PS to Director(Projects)
PS to Director(Grid Operation)
PS to JMD(HRD&Distribution)
PS to JMD(Vigilance & Security)
PS to JMD(Comml., IPC & IT)
PS to Director(Finance & Revenue)
PS to Chairman & Managing Director)
CE/EA, Operation,RE&IT ----- with a request to arrange to place in website.
Pay officer//AOCPR//Dy.CCA(Audit)//RAO(EBCA)
CRS//Stock File//Spare.
C.No.CGM(HRD&Trg)/DE(T&MPP)/ADE(MPP)/A1/1449/2011
//FORWARDED BY ORDER//
Sd/ASST. DIVISIONAL ENGINEER
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Energy saved is Energy produced
Electricity saved is Electricity produced

